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Efforts to reduce discrimination and increase diversity on campuses, coupled with shrinking budgets causing administrators to devote more resources
toward recruiting and retaining students with disabilities, are fuelling an
explosion of research in the area of inclusive education. An important focus
that has been largely neglected is the place of teachers with disabilities in academe. International Perspectives on Teaching with Disability brings together
25 multidisciplinary scholars with disabilities from Zimbabwe, Canada, the
Caribbean, the United Kingdom, Israel, and the United States to share their
struggles and successes in teaching with disability.
The 18 chapters are written largely from autoethnographic perspectives grounded in solid academic research but full of anecdotes and self-
reflexive narratives that provide insights into the lived experiences of the
authors. Woven into the narratives are discussions of the complexities of
self-disclosure and self-advocacy; the varied—and often problematic—
ways disability is experienced, perceived, and discussed in society and in
the classroom; the challenges of navigating academe with disability; the
value of disability pedagogy; and the positive student outcomes achieved
by teaching through disability, as well as practical applications and lessons
learned that will benefit educators, administrators, and students preparing
to become teachers.
This book is written to champion the integral place and role of disabled educators in academe. Current educators with disability will be affirmed. Those
with disability aspiring to become teachers will be encouraged. Temporarily
able-bodied administrators and educators will be c hallenged. Everyone will
be informed. This book will be a welcome addition to reading lists in a wide
array of academic fields including: Education, Pedagogy, D
 isability Studies,
Human Resources Management, and Sociology.
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Foreword

I am honored to write the foreword to this important book because I want to
endorse the message of the editors and the authors that disabled instructors
in higher education face an educational climate fraught with discrimination and marginalization, even though their presence in the classroom is a
precious learning opportunity for students. We need to treasure the unique
contributions of disabled educators.
Disabled instructors don’t just teach content related to a particular subject
matter. We also teach important life lessons—we embody messages of disability acceptance, disability rights, and inclusion. We teach with, through,
and as a result of our embodiment. We earn trust and open up safe spaces
for disclosure on sensitive topics. Our classrooms often exemplify best practice in universal design and accessible education. We enable and empower
disabled students to be more vocal in their own expectations of reasonable
accommodation. We can stimulate disability pride, or at least detract from
the abyss of shame in which many disabled students find themselves. As
many of the authors in this book demonstrate, being disabled often makes
a person a better teacher.
Unfortunately, in an age of precarious employment, disclosing disability
(and asking for reasonable accommodations as an educator) can be a risky
endeavor. And yet it is often vital, so that students can have the most effective classroom experience. As some of the authors comment, the accommodations students need have received more attention than those needed by
teachers. This situation needs to change, and the narratives in this book will
hopefully place this issue higher on the educational agenda.
Disabled teachers are underemployed, face higher rates of precarious
employment, and experience significant barriers in rising through the academic hierarchy. As this book demonstrates, a disabling society disrespects
this talent at its own risk. And yet many disabled teachers face hostile attitudes from students that may affect their teaching evaluations. In my own
experience, one student wrote that I had a seizure assistance dog simply
“to pick up chicks.” The discussion of student feedback in this book highlights the fact that such comments reflect wider cultural, political, and institutional patterns of disablism. Negative teaching evaluations need to be
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critically interpreted—they may simply be a reflection of wider patterns of
discrimination and prejudice. And yet other students find the openness and
inclusiveness of disabled teachers an inspiration in terms of their own path
to dealing with the shame, isolation, or the fear of discrimination that accompanies disability.
One of the strengths of this collection is the wide range of impairments
that are included. There are people who are wheelchair users, people with
vision loss, people who are Deaf or who have hearing impairments, people
with chronic illnesses, people who are neurodiverse, people who have Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), people with learning disabilities, others who experience Madness, and many more. Sharing lessons from
people with such a diversity of impairments is vital in demonstrating both
the similarities (such as facing disablist attitudes) and differences (such as
the individual needs for accommodations) among disabled educators. Disability is always a diverse and individual experience.
Another vital contribution to the study of disability and higher education
is the chapter by Pauline Newton, Michael Jeffress, and Amanda Thomas.
It provides the results of a qualitative and quantitative survey of the experiences of disabled teachers in higher education, with 119 answers coming
from five different countries. The picture that emerges is one of institutional
exclusion, discrimination, and prejudice. Disabled educators in higher education are commonly humiliated, facing a climate of invasiveness and
condescension. In the face of many other disabling barriers in the physical
and attitudinal environment, the authors emphasize the importance of self-
advocacy alongside collaboration and networking.
Another mixed methods study, by William Brown and Michael Jeffress,
adds to this picture by showing that despite disabling environments that
might limit their effectiveness in teaching, disabled educators do make a
difference in the education of their students. Even though most students
regard disabled instructors as being essentially the same as other faculty,
others report increased empathy as a result from having learned from a disabled instructor, and emphasize their respect for the wisdom of the teacher.
Disabled students also reported feeling more confident about themselves.
Many of the people in this edited collection discuss their need to ‘come
out’ in front of students or supervisors, disclosing their invisible impairments and (often unexpected) needs for accommodation. Others (such as
those who use a wheelchair) have quite different discussions with their students, peers, and bosses. It is important for future generations of scholars
to have access to these stories, so that they know they are not alone. This is
a challenge that disabled people will face for a considerable time, so capturing the wisdom and experience of these authors makes this book invaluable
reading.

Editor’s Preface & Introduction

As the title suggests, this book is about teaching with disability, and it is
written—and edited—by an international team of educators who have disabilities. It is not primarily about how to teach about disability or how to
accommodate students who have disabilities, although readers will find
conversations throughout about disability pedagogy and Universal Design
for Learning (UDL). No, what is the central focus of this book is the experience of teaching with and through disability. It is about how in many ways
being a disabled teacher actually makes one a better teacher.
Except for the two chapters (Chapters 17 and 18) that report on findings
from some surveys conducted in conjunction with research for this book,
each chapter has somewhat of an autoethnographic quality. Within this text
are many personal narratives that introduce the reader to people who are
educators, who also happen to have this or that disability. The contributors
of this volume choose to self-disclose, and it only seems right that I follow
suit in my editor’s preface, but before I do that, let me tell you about this
book.

1 How Disability Is Framed in This Book
Any volume, such as this one, written on the topic of disability must address an elephant in the room—or in this case, between the front and back
covers—which is the language used to discuss disabilities and those who
have them. As a scholar of communication studies, I am keenly aware
that words have denotations and connotations. Language reflects cultural
values, relationships, and power, and the language of disability is one that
has been a focus of much discussion. What is considered appropriate or
politically correct constantly evolves, and a universal consensus has never
existed. As one who is also a scholar of disability studies, I have wrestled
with the matter philosophically (Why use a particular word or phrase, and
what are the ethical implications?) and relationally (How to avoid othering,
stereotyping, or offending people through language choices?).
At the center of this semantic debate is the choice of whether or not to
use person-first language. Some advocate for it (Jensen et al., 2013; Wright,
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1983), while others embrace disability as a core part of their identity and
prefer identity-first language, for example, to be referred to as “autistic”
rather than “a person with autism” (Brueggemann, 2013; Sinclair, 2013). In
fact, scholars sometimes get a paper accepted in one outlet and rejected in
another by using the same language choices (Jenks, 2017). Even among those
who may prefer person-first, some make a distinction, as Mark Castrodale
does in this volume, between “person with a disability” and “person with
disability” and choose the latter because disability is not an object that is
possessed, as in the phrase, “A woman with a wheelchair.” Another developing trend is to differentiate between people (and their culture) and the
disability itself by capitalization, for example, the Disabled versus people
with disabilities (Gill, 1995) and Deaf person versus a person who is deaf
(Solomon, 2012). Much diversity in vocabulary exists with terms either embraced or rejected, such as dis/abled, differently-abled, differ-ability, and
temporarily-able-bodied, among many others.
While recognizing the complexity of the debate, as the editor of this volume, I have not applied any uniform method for how disability is framed
and discussed. The contributors experience life with disability differently
and have varied reasons for why they prefer the language they do. I personally choose to use both identity-first and person-first language, in the
spirit of Dunn and Andrews (2015), who write, “Using both identity-first
and person-first terms flexibly or interchangeably acknowledges the roles
and perspectives of both people with disabilities (insiders) and nondisabled
people (outsiders)” (p. 261) and because monolithic use of one style over the
other could be viewed as more conducive to objectification and stereotyping
(Dunn, Fisher, & Beard, 2013).

2 Why This Book?
Disability Studies is a growing academic discipline that is producing valuable research exploring and reporting on the complex phenomenon of
living with disability. Much research has been, and continues to be, conducted related to issues of equality and social justice. The spotlight has
begun to shine brightly on social, political, and environmental barriers
to accessibility. Hundreds of studies have been published related to how
disability is framed by the media and perceived in society. Many research
projects and advocacy efforts have targeted educational systems, and college administrators—some faster than others, of course—are beginning to
take notice.
Diversity is now a buzzword in higher education, and disability is one of
the key identity markers that factors into campus diversity. An increasing
number of students with disabilities are enrolling in universities. Disabled
students comprise about 11 percent of the student body in the United States
(National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.), and according to the Higher
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Education Funding Council for England (2017), the number of students with
a known disability in 2015–2016 rose by 56 percent over the figures for 2010–
2011. Creating barrier-free campuses, inclusive classrooms, and accessible
instructional resources is, therefore, an increasingly high priority agenda
item for institutions of higher education. If for no other reason, funding for
higher education in many areas has seen a steady decline and increasing
competition from for-profits and expanding online programs have administrators running scared.
The effort to recruit and retain students with disabilities is laudable, and
I welcome the growing focus on making college more accessible and increasing support services. My previous book in this Routledge series (Jeffress,
2017) focuses on ways educators can introduce disability perspectives into
their curriculum. As I was editing that volume, however, I knew I wanted
to follow it with this one. As I was thinking about all the efforts to bring
disability into the classroom and to make our campuses and pedagogy more
inclusive, I began asking, “What about disabled teachers?” We need more
discussion of the unique challenges, needs, and contributions of teachers
with disability. My raising that question and my desire to put this volume
together stem from my own experiences and conversations I have had with
colleagues who have disabilities.
One colleague, for example, comes to mind, who negotiates his identity
and his role as an instructor through the lens of a hidden disability. Knowing this colleague has valuable experience to share and was also nearing
the end of a tenure-track period with the need to get some publications to
stay employed, I extended an invitation to contribute a chapter to this volume. This invitation created immediate visible discomfort. My colleague
immediately and unequivocally declined the offer, expressing concerns over
self-disclosing and its potential to negatively impact job performance evaluations by students and administrators. I left that encounter deeply troubled.
On the one hand, sure, self-disclosure is a very personal matter and no one
should ever be outed by another or compelled to self-disclose if she or he
does not feel safe to do so. On the other hand, how can we create safe spaces
in the academy so that faculty with disabilities can feel comfortable enough
to choose to self-disclose? How can we change the narrative from disability
being something that is a burden, that needs accommodation, that implies
“less than,” to something that could be seen as an asset that provides unique
perspectives from which to teach and mentor students and contribute collegially within an academic unit? How can we get to a point where faculty
members would want to disclose disability and be affirmed for doing so, and
be made to feel that their difference—just like the differences of others—
strengthens the academic program?
It is my hope that the examples of the exceptional scholar teachers in this
book can help many take a giant leap toward the goal of creating safe, accessible, affirming spaces in the academy for faculty with disabilities.
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3 Who Are the Authors?
Readers are invited to reference the List of Contributors’ page to view the
brief bios of each of the chapter authors. This group of contributors is exceptionally well qualified academically, professionally, and personally, and
deserves your time and attention to read their work herein. They are experienced educators from countries around the world, including Zimbabwe, Canada, the Caribbean, the United Kingdom, Israel, and the United
States. They practice their trade in an array of academic disciplines, including Communication Studies, Disability Studies, Education, Engineering,
Health Sciences, Law, Music, Rhetoric, and Women’s and Gender Studies.
In addition to coming from various regions and academic disciplines, the
authors have diverse disabilities. Some have sensory disabilities that affect
vision, hearing, or both. Others have disabilities that impact mental health
or cognitive functioning. Still others have disabilities that are related to autoimmune conditions or have physical disabilities. The disabilities of some
are hidden, others are visible, and a few fluctuate between the two.

4 How This Book Is Structured
A unity of messages and themes runs throughout this book. The anecdotes,
examples, principles, and suggestions in each have broad applications.
Recognizing, however, that readers will approach a volume like this with various motivations, and one will be to focus on the perspective a particular disability standpoint, the 18 chapters are organized into four sections. The last section
in the book contains two chapters that are qualitatively different than the rest.
I recommend that you read this section, well, last. These two chapters focus
on findings from two online surveys conducted in conjunction with this book
project. In Chapter 17, Pauline Newton, Amanda Thomas, and I discuss the
results of our survey of over 100 disabled educators on their perspectives about
self-disclosure and collegiality in academe. In Chapter 18, William Brown and
I report the findings from a pre-post-test of about 200 students enrolled in various courses taught by contributors of this volume.
The first three sections group chapters together based on disability type.
I find such categorizations problematic because a category label risks totalizing those placed within it, and, frankly, disability can be messy and
not fit into a pre-packaged, neat and tidy classification. I realize, however,
that an educator in a wheelchair, for example, may want to jump right to
April Coughlin’s chapter, “Teaching on Wheels” and find the other chapters in Section I of particular interest. So the structure is what it is, but
the lines around the sections are more like broken lines on a freeway with
traffic moving in and out of lanes headed in the same direction. Perhaps
my own attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD) has something to do
with my resistance to finalizing the structure of this book. How is that for
a transition?
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5 Hi, My Name Is Michael, and I Have ADHD
When I was in my early twenties, I had my first eye exam. It turned out that
I had needed prescription glasses for many years, but I simply had not realized that I should be able to see any differently than I always had. When
I put on my new eyeglasses for the first time, I was blown away by the vibrancy of color, the depth of detail, and the distance at which I could now
see. It was not until my sight was tested and compared to what is considered
“normal” vision that I became aware of my difference.
I had a similar experience about 10 years ago that revealed to me a “hidden” disability that I have had my entire life. I knew I was “different” than
many of my peers, but we are all different, right? I always performed well academically in school—that is, except for literature (ironically, I hated reading) and marks for classroom behavior. I grew up in the American public
education system, and I usually made all As and Bs except for that terrible,
awful, no-good row on the primary school report card labeled “Citizenship”
or “Deportment.” That one frequently kept me off the honor roll.
I had trouble sitting still. I had difficulty focusing and paying attention. I
had trouble not shaking my feet on the student’s desk in front of me. I incessantly drummed on my desk with my pencils and fingers. I had trouble writing slowly and carefully. I always pressed hard onto the paper and would
break my pencil lead multiple times throughout the day. I often forgot about
assignments or left my homework at home. I was forever misplacing things.
My teachers (and my grandmother) often said things like, “It is a good thing
your head is screwed on or you would lose it, too!” My behavior was impulsive. I remember once abbreviating the word “assignment” on the chalkboard as “Ass.” Honest to goodness, I was oblivious to the faux pas. The
whole class snickered, and I, once again, got sent to the principal’s office. I
talked too much in class. It was like torture to raise my hand and wait to be
called on to speak. I was easily distracted and constantly daydreamed during lessons (Look up the classic “Ralph Phillips” Looney Tunes cartoons,
and you will have the idea). Et cetera, et cetera. Looking back now, it was
obvious that I had ADHD, but I seriously doubt anyone had ever heard
of the term in the rural area where I grew up. I was just viewed as a typical, rambunctious boy with a lot of energy, who liked to be the center of
attention.
I stayed busy and active throughout high school. I played sports. I worked
two jobs. The jobs I worked had me on my feet, constantly on the move and
interacting with many different people. I had plenty of friends and a garage
band—yes, I was the drummer—that kept me occupied and socially stimulated. A moving target is harder to hit, and I guess I avoided ever being
“diagnosed” because I stayed so busy.
Life happened. I got married, went off to college and started having kids.
I graduated from college with two degrees and then enrolled in graduate
school. I went on to complete two Master’s degrees and a Ph.D. I always had
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to be an overachiever. I was a perfectionist. I was obsessive about everything
that I did. People often called me OCD because of my work and study habits
and were always telling me to relax. I would try, but attempting to rest and
not be doing something “constructive” was unbearable to me. The second
I would sit still, I would be bombarded by a horde of thoughts about what
I either “needed” to be doing or new ideas that could not wait to be acted
upon. I had to be active. I had to be doing something—and usually it needed
to be a half-dozen or more concurrent projects to juggle before I felt satisfied
that I was really being productive. Colleagues and supervisors would often
comment about the condition of my office desk; I called it organized chaos.
Life continued on, and my constant busyness and obsessive tendencies
were beginning to take their toll on my health and my relationships. I frequently had digestive tract and other stress-related health irritations, and
I began having anxiety and anger issues. I desperately wanted peace in my
life. I attended retreats and workshops. I completed a stress management
seminar. I read self-help books galore, but I still felt helplessly trapped
within a mode of being that I could not escape. It seemed like I was strapped
into a roller coaster and had no choice but to hold on for dear life and hope
that the ride would soon end, allowing me to get off and never get back on.
The problem is that I always hopped right back on. I did not know how to
say “no.” I always over-committed myself, procrastinated, and stayed under
constant pressure with deadlines to meet, which exacerbated the anxiety
and anger issues. I was forever making statements like, “I’ve learned my
lesson this time,” and “Never again!” only to keep repeating the cycle.
Around this same time, some of my close family members were diagnosed
with anxiety and were prescribed medication for “mood stabilization.” These
family members began to suggest to me that I talk to a doctor about it because
there was a “family history” now established. I scoffed at the notion.
I never knew that all of what I have been describing above were “symptoms” of an undiagnosed hidden disability. I was like the proverbial fish
who does not know what water is because it is simply the medium through
which it experiences life. Oh, I can look back now and see how plainly evident ADHD was in my life, but for me, it was just who I was. Life with an
undiagnosed hidden disability was simply “normal” for me. Many times I
would think to myself and even express to others that I wished I was not the
way I was.
In the midst of a major life crisis on multiple fronts within my family, I
finally raised the white flag and accepted the fact that all of my efforts to
“manage” my life were inadequate, and I needed an intervention. I talked
to my doctor about the family history, and she prescribed the same medication for me. When I started taking the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) medication, the effect was drastic and instant. Having my brain
chemistry brought into proper balance was simply amazing. At the same
time, I found a wonderful retreat center nestled in the Appalachian Mountains where I could “get away from it all” for a week and receive intensive
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mental health counseling. It was a place to rest and to try to begin a healing
process. As I sat down to start my second session with the therapist, he
asked me, “Michael, has anyone ever tested you for ADHD?” I said, “No.”
He disclosed to me that he had been diagnosed late in life and had started
taking medication for it and that it had made a big difference for him. He
told me that he had a strong suspicion that I, too, had ADHD and wanted
me to fill out a couple of self-assessment tests, which I did. At our next session he returned with the results. I do not remember his exact words, but
they were something like, “Michael, I have been doing this for a long time,
and in all of my years of experience, I think I have only had one client who
has ever scored higher than you did.”
I not only had ADHD; I had severe ADHD. He said, “I do not know how
you have made it through life without medication. You must have developed
a really high level of self-discipline.” Perhaps I had, but the whole reason I
was there was because I felt like I was losing control.
When I returned from the retreat counseling center, I went to see my primary care physician. I told her what the therapist had said and about the low
dosage of the medication that he had suggested I start taking. Her response
was, “Michael, I don’t think that amount will phase you,” and she wrote out
a script for a much higher dose.
It took a few weeks and consults with additional doctors to figure out
the best combination and dosages of medication, but I distinctly remember,
soon after it was sorted out, waking up one morning with crisp mental clarity. I felt everything was calm and still inside in my mind. I just lay still in the
bed without racing thoughts bombarding me with all the things I needed to
get up and start doing. It was a novel and surreal experience. Tears streaked
down both my cheeks, and I actually said aloud to myself, “My god, this is
what it is like. This is how the rest of the world wakes up feeling!”
Since that time I have participated in periodic therapy and experimented
with combinations of different medications, diets, and alternative methods
to find balance in my life with ADHD. I do not wish to affirm a medical
model of disability in saying that; however, “disability” is a word that covers a broad array of contexts. Some of these contexts involve conditions for
which “treatment” can produce desirable outcomes and is a viable part of
navigating life with disability.

6 Teaching with ADHD
Being a teacher with ADHD means that I do not thrive in situations where
I need to share office space. Unfortunately, my current department has outgrown its building. It is a good problem to have, I guess, but offices have been
commandeered for tutorial spaces, resulting in faculty now being paired in
offices. I am too easily distracted to share office hours with a colleague, and I
disturb my officemate because I have a habit of talking to myself or blurting
out and reacting to what is on my computer screen. So I am writing this from
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home. I told my department head that without being able to have the “reasonable accommodation” of my own office, I would need to work more from
home to be productive. While I am able to focus and get more done from
home, that is not the best option for many reasons, not the least of which
is that I thrive on social interaction, so I do not really want to work from
home; plus, I like to be available for impromptu meetings with colleagues
or students on campus. Then there is the problem of having my needy cat at
home, who thinks sitting on my keyboard is a wonderful place to be. Most
pressing, however, is that I have unrestricted access to the refrigerator and
food pantry when I work from home. I have gained 10 pounds in less than
a year since moving to the Caribbean! This is not sustainable, and I need to
rein in the ADHD now and get back on track with writing this chapter.
Being a teacher with ADHD also means I need to try to schedule my
classrooms near my office because it is a forgone conclusion that I will frequently forget items that I need. It means I must call upon students to help
me when I lose my train of thought and also help me remember where I set
down my presentation remote, my marker, my coffee cup, etc. It means I
must exercise extreme self-control not to reply immediately to emails and
communicate something that I will later regret. It means I have to set a
series of alarms on my phone when I lecture to keep track of time. It means
I must develop a routine for and set a timer when grading student essays or
else I will obsess and spend an inordinate amount of time providing extensive feedback that most will not read anyway. Finally, it means I must accept
the fact that some people will never take the time to get to know me and will
be dismissive of the reality of my ADHD. I see it in their eyes, when I say,
“I have ADHD.” It’s a look that communicates, “Please, that is just a term
for spoiled kids who ‘need some knowledge applied to the seat of learning,’
if you know what I mean.” They will choose to believe, instead, that I am
goofy, high-strung, irritable, impulsive, disorganized, lazy, unfocused, undisciplined, too intense, or whatever because they have never been inside my
head. They have no idea what it is like to be me. To quote lyrics from Five for
Fighting’s song Superman, “It’s not easy to be me.”
Despite the challenges associated with ADHD, I embrace life with it. I
think it makes me more spontaneous and creative. I know I have more ambition and drive than I would have without it. I believe it makes me more
dynamic, engaging, and entertaining as a teacher. I am more attuned to
stimuli in class, so, for example, I pick up on every student’s nonverbals and
can instantly respond as necessary. I move around when I teach. I am always
full of energy. I can’t help but be dramatic and demonstrative. It would be
excruciating for me to try to sit—or stand, for that matter—and read lecture notes for three hours to my students. PowerPoint lectures with endless
bullet points? Forget it! They bore me to tears. My lectures are rather more
interactive and spontaneous. Sure I have a lesson plan, but the lesson plan
is only the skeleton. How I flesh it out is never the same way twice. My lectures are full of narratives, and I believe ADHD is connected to my knack
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for storytelling. First, good storytelling with creativity and colorful details
is what held my attention as a student. Second, as I lecture, ADHD keeps
my mind far ahead of my mouth and unplanned anecdotes, examples, jokes,
music or video clips, and other examples often pop into my head that further help students apply concepts. I use a variety of teaching methods and
modalities not simply because it is good pedagogy, but because I get bored
if I do not. Consequently, I revise my course syllabi frequently and regularly
change up my assessments, which keeps me on the lookout for ever-evolving
best practices, and students obviously benefit from this.
I am not alone in the conviction that having a disability makes one a better teacher. This is a recurring theme throughout the chapters of this book.
I hope that by reading them, you will gain a better understanding of and
appreciation for teaching with disability.
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Section I

Teaching with Physical
Disability

1

Almost Passing
Using Disability Disclosure to
Recalibrate Able-Bodied Bias in
the Classroom
Julie-Ann Scott and Kelly P. Herold

This chapter contains the autoethnographic stories of two physically disabled1 professors who almost (but not quite) pass for able-bodied. Our
bodies fit neatly into culturally constructed categories for race, gender,
sexuality, and education, but exist in that liminal space between “normal” and “not normal” ability. Medically diagnosed and marked with
visible atypicalities, we are “disabled.” Yet, in our daily lives we are “normal” contributors to society while not disruptive to cultural norms. We do
not need physical accommodations to move through professional spaces
and meet students’2 expectations for competent, available, efficient, and
engaging faculty members. Overall, they interpret us as familiar and
c omfortable, perhaps temporarily injured, a bit stiff, with distinctive
gaits and/or limbs, but not jarring to their expectations for professors,
providing us opportunities to engage in personal self-disclosure for pedagogical purposes.
Through our “almost passing” embodiments, we navigate how to respond to our students’ desires to demonstrate their ease with, acceptance
of, and even admiration for us, by categorizing us as “able-bodied.” In
our responses, we remain mindful of the complexities surrounding if,
when, and how people choose to disclose their ability status in conversations with others (Braithwaite, 1991; Herold, 2000). We know that our
social privileges and power extend beyond the luxury of not requiring
work accommodations. We are both White, straight, cisgender, tenured
university professors. These cultural positions enable us to claim disabled status in an effort to resist the pervasiveness of “compulsory able
bodiedness” in ways some disabled citizens may not feel comfortable
with (McRuer, 2006). We both embrace how our bodies facilitate our
pedagogy of social justice and note the vulnerability and frustrations
that can emerge through these ongoing encounters. Our chapter reflects
our commitment to “critical communication pedagogy” that promotes
knowledge production, meaning-making, and opportunities to pursue
inclusion, empathy, and social justice for disabled bodies (Fassett &
Warren, 2007).
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1.1 Two professors’ autoethnographies of disability, identity,
and pedagogy
We use critical autoethnography to analyze U.S. culture through our daily
embodied experiences in our classrooms. Autoethnography links “the autobiographical and personal to the cultural, social, and political” (Ellis, 2004,
p. xix). Methodologically, autoethnography combines autobiography and
ethnography, calling for the “turning of the ethnographic gaze inward on the
self (auto), while maintaining the outward gaze of ethnography, looking at the
larger context wherein self experiences occur” (Denzin, 1997, p. 227). Applying
a critical lens to autoethnography enacts a “cultural analysis through personal narrative” through which authors attend to the societal power relations
that materialize across our encounters, privileging some bodies and marginalizing others (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014). As critical autoethnographers, we tell
our stories of candidly claiming disabled status with our students to problematize their understandings of ability as a human identity category.
Unlike other social identities that have a set of observable, predictable traits
such as gender or race, disability is defined as the absence of “normal” embodiment (see Garland-Thomson, 1997). “Not normal” embodiments include a
wide range of phenomenological experiences that intersect with the complexities of cultural locations and personal identity categories (Kafer, 2013, p. 12).
That said, our diverse bodies across diverse contexts move within discourses
of compulsory able-bodiedness, that is, the collective cultural desire to place
the inescapable vulnerability of our mortal embodiments on those medically
diagnosed as deficient, deeming the rest of society “normal” and without
stigma (McRuer, 2006). Able-bodiedness requires bodies marked as “disabled” by medical, social, media, and professional discourses to create the stigmatized margins to the dominant, privileged center (Haller, 2010; McRuer,
2006). Normality needs abnormality to exist; there is no center, privileged
position without bodies designated to occupy the margins (McRuer, 2006).3
Of course, this binary is artificial; what is considered able-bodied changes
across cultural contexts. As Susan Wendell (1996) explains, in some African
communities, one must be able to carry a water jug weighing several pounds
on one’s head for long distances to be an undisruptive able-bodied woman.
All bodies move along a spectrum shifting across time somewhere between gold medal Olympic athlete and dead, with age, illness, and injury as
factors contributing to one’s location along the spectrum. Our bodies, seemingly healthy, mobile, and capable and visibly atypical offer an opportunity
to illuminate this spectrum. We can disrupt the clean binary many perceive
between able and disabled, drawing attention to disability as a difference
that one does not need to respond to with fear, pity, or rejection. As professors in the classroom, we seize opportunities to expose this potential and
challenge our students’ understandings. We offer our stories here in hopes
that they will lead to similarly productive dialogues in our readers’ future
interactions.
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1.2 “Did you hurt your foot? …Can people with what you have
get pregnant?”
Julie-Ann: I glance at the clock on the classroom computer as I open my
PowerPoint for today’s lecture. I need to ensure the videos embedded within
the pages are loading. They are. Class starts in 10 minutes. I’m ready to go.
It’s the first day of our “Performing Lyrical Texts” unit. In Performance of
Literature, we’ll spend the next month learning about how the emphases,
pitch, volume, and movement of a performer’s body situated in a culture with
unique identity markers interacts with the poet’s words to evoke an audience’s response. Both bodies and the texts they create are laden with meaning, entangled in discourses of power and politics. Students enrolled in the
first-year course have come from across the campus to fulfill their “Aesthetic
and Literary Perspectives” and “Living in Our Diverse Nation” graduation
requirements met through the dual emphases on identity politics and artistic
expression. As I approach the middle of the room to get my attendance sheet,
I see Jake entering. His brow furrows with confusion, or maybe concern.
“Did you hurt your foot, Dr. Scott? Are you okay?” He stops in the doorway
awaiting my answer.
At six feet tall with broad shoulders, a turquoise polo shirt, trim khaki
shorts, flip-flops, and a baseball cap over shaggy light brown hair, Jake
mirrors the dominant aesthetic of our campus in the North Carolina State
system. The University of North Carolina Wilmington is a relatively young
institution, with comparatively less scholarships available to attract a diverse
student body than other campuses. Students who choose our coastal campus
near the affluent Wrightsville Beach tend to be White, middle class, and athletic, with an informal vibe they describe as “chill.” This chill vibe is open and
welcoming to professors’ perspectives. The students are at ease with authority,
strive for high grades, and willingly engage discussions of cultural power and
oppression when they are part of the course’s learning objectives (and they are
listed in the syllabi for every class I teach). Although students are not resistant
to the concepts, from their positions of privilege they often struggle to access
the lived experience of marginalized embodiment and to combat stigma in
their daily lives. My body acts as a conduit for this understanding. Questions
like Jake’s emerge each semester. I’m a bit surprised that it’s taken until the
second unit this time around. This is probably because people who don’t know
me tend to assume my limp is due to my pregnancy as soon as I begin to show.
“No, Jake. I’m okay.” I smile at him as I prepare to take attendance.
“Why are you limping?” He walks toward his usual seat in the second row
but retains eye contact.
“I always limp. I have cerebral palsy. It’s a neuromuscular disorder. The
part of my brain that controls my walking was damaged at birth, so every
movement I make is like the movement you’d make if someone stuck you
with a pin, short and stiff. It’s called a spastic gait.”
“Gosh, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know.”
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“It’s okay; I don’t mind you asking me about it.” Other students have
looked up from their phones, listening to our conversation taking place in
the five minutes before class starts.
“It’s just that—” He looks up to the ceiling, and then off to the side, seemingly searching for the correct word choice. “I didn’t realize that you had a
disease. That sucks.”
“Well, I don’t have a disease. It’s a condition. My brain is damaged, but it
won’t get worse. It’s not a progressive illness.”
“So, you’re not going to die?”
“Well, not from cerebral palsy. I am mortal though, just like everyone
else, so eventually I will die, but not from my disability.”
Jake chuckles and the half dozen students in the room smile at us.
“You’re pregnant though, aren’t you?” This question comes from Sophie
sitting in the middle of the front row as she swipes a blond wave away from
her face. Sophie says what comes to her mind without hesitation. Her style
took me aback the first few weeks. I’m used to it now, but I see a flicker of
concern spread across some of the students’ faces.
“Yes, I am.” I look down at my swelling stomach that is now over five
months along. I’m obviously pregnant, but I know where she’s going with this
question; so do the other students. Her more sensitive, empathetic, and/or private peers appear worried that this question is invasive. It is, but I don’t mind.
“Is that normal? I mean, can people with what you have get pregnant?”
Sophie blushes as she speaks. As she hears her question she realizes the potential inappropriateness. I don’t hesitate to answer. I would avoid this question from a stranger in the checkout line at Target, but in the space of my
classroom this question is productive.
“CP affects my skeletal muscles. Those aren’t involved in conception or
childbirth.”
“You won’t need a c-section?”
“You can’t ask someone that,” Eleanor, one of my brightest, most thoughtful students, exclaims with eyes widened in response to Sophie’s follow-up
question.
“It’s okay, Eleanor,” I say gently. I smile and nod at her. She smiles back.
I hope that I communicated both that her response to Sophie’s line of questioning is justified and that she doesn’t need to worry about my reaction.
“Well, you never know. I may need a c-section, but I gave birth naturally
with my first two sons. This baby should be the same.”
“Don’t you run, though, and mountain climb? I saw pictures on your
Facebook. I just figured you pulled a muscle or something.” Bill, an army
officer who commutes from the military base 45 minutes away now joins the
conversation. He friended me on Facebook the first week of the semester.
My nontraditional students often are the first to reach out on social media.
“I do, Bill. I love being outside, and my boys love hiking.”
“I don’t know how I didn’t notice that you have a disability. I thought
maybe it was because you were pregnant, or you just hurt your foot or
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something. You don’t seem disabled.” Bill leans back in his chair, assessing
my seemingly “not disabled” body.
“Dr. Scott, you’re badass. My friend told me that with your last baby you
gave birth over the weekend and were back teaching the next class. You
didn’t even miss one day.” The class laughs at Madison’s comment from the
back row. I had her sorority sister, Angie, in my class two years prior when
my second son was born.
“That’s true. Hopefully this delivery goes as smoothly, but if there are
complications, they’ll have nothing to do with my disability.”
“Dr. Scott, you’re amazing. I don’t think of you as disabled at all,” Sophie
says with finality.
“Thanks so much, I appreciate that. But I hope over the course of the
semester you can see me as amazing and disabled. I am disabled, and it’s
okay to think of me that way. Cerebral palsy, tight muscles, an irregular gait,
and physical therapy are part of my daily life. We’re going to be discussing
how culture categorizes our bodies in multiple identity groups, based on
markers like sexuality, race, gender, socioeconomic status, and disability.
Some of these groups, like disabled, are stigmatized or devalued by society.
Disability is especially devalued because unlike other groups with observable, predictable traits like gender and race, disability is simply categorized as
the absence of normality [seeGarland-Thomson, 1997] For example, if I were
to tell you that I don’t care how disabled my unborn baby is as long as it’s
not black, gay, or female, you’d be horrified, but if I told you that I don’t care
about any of those other identity markers as long as it’s healthy, that would
seem like a fine statement from a rational caring parent” (see Scott, 2015).
“I never thought of it that way.” Eleanor looks at me thoughtfully, processing compulsory able-bodiedness for the first time, even though she
doesn’t know the term yet. She’ll learn it later in the lecture. We’re watching
a few disabled poets today.
“We often don’t think of it. Stigma is most pervasive when we aren’t even
aware that we’re doing it. We’ll return to that later in the lecture when we
get to standpoint theory and embodiment. Let’s begin. Class should have
started 5 minutes ago.”
Students take out their notebooks as I start up the projector. The timing
for a student to initiate this conversation was perfect this semester. It will offer a springboard into discussions of performer embodiment and compulsory
performance, and cultural roles. Had this not come up naturally in conversation, I would have used my own body as an example later on in the lecture.

1.3 Julie’s journey to her pedagogical position
I started teaching courses focused on identity, performance, and embodiment 13 years ago as a graduate student. Since then, I’ve had versions of this
conversation too many times to count. Once students realize that my disability isn’t a progressive illness or disruptive to their daily experience, they
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desire to remove me from an identity category they relegate for bodies that
inconvenience them or make them uncomfortable to watch. As a thin, active, 36-year-old White professor, I don’t fit that criteria. For the most part,
they like me. I seem familiar, just enough like them, and they don’t want to
place me in a deficient category, to relegate my identity to the absence of normality. For this reason, despite how awkward I’ll feel answering relatively
invasive questions about my life expectancy or fertility, I do. I will avoid
invasive questions about my atypical gait in other contexts (it’s not my job to
educate every inappropriate person in a checkout line or elevator), but as a
professor, within the walls of my classroom, I do not stifle my students’ questions (though I do remind them not to expect every person to be as willing
to educate them on identity difference as their identity/difference professor).
The conversations open up opportunities for them to see compulsory
able-bodiedness at work, to recognize that their bodies are just as inescapably mortal and vulnerable to injury, illness, and death as mine. Together
we begin to confront the fear that compels us to relegate disabled bodies to
a stigmatized margin, and I hope that my willingness to engage their questions in the context of classes focused on identity, difference, and social justice resists disability stigma. I think it does. At least their end of the semester
evaluations and reflections indicate it is effective.
I didn’t always have the luxury of “almost passing” for able-bodied. As a
young child, I was perched on turned in toes with my back slightly hunched.
People stared and offered my parents condolences. A series of operations from
age 4 to 13 changed my body. Doctors snipped and lengthened my tendons,
sawed my bones in half, rotated them, and nailed them back together with
thick bolts. Interpretations of my body shifted. I became palatable to most.
My disability was no longer jarring. I use this acceptance to open spaces for
dialogue with others. Of course, perhaps as I age, students may no longer interpret my body as young, healthy, fit, and fertile enough to categorize as nondisabled. Perhaps as this happens, I will grieve the loss of my ability privilege
I acquired through medical intervention by adolescence. As Kafer (2013) notes,
Even though I am a disabled person, I do not exist apart from the ableist
discourses circulating through US society; to act as if my impairments
render me immune to, or incapable of, ableist rhetoric and ideology
would be to deny the insidiousness of compulsory able-bodiedness and
able-mindedness.
(p. 13)
As my body inevitably changes, introducing disability as a cultural category will also need to shift. For now, while others’ interpretations of my
disabled body grant me some version of ability privilege, I will embrace
the opportunity to resist compulsory able-bodiedness through personal
self-disclosure in my classroom, extending my privacy boundaries as a strategic pedagogical decision.
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1.4 But you play basketball? What happened to your arm?
Kelly: My friends tease me that I am an undeniable fashion king, though
my wrinkled, mismatched appearance would suggest otherwise. My hunch
is I garnered this reputation because of my propensity for wearing longsleeved, button-down shirts, my apparent conscious strategy to hide my disability. I have grown weary from having to explain; consequently, I choose
to pass as able-bodied. Goffman (1963) suggests my practice is a conscious
stigma management strategy. Those who know me would affirm that I am
managing stigma or privacy boundaries (Braithwaite, 1991) related to disclosing my cerebral palsy. My cerebral palsy affects the size of the skeletal,
muscle, and nerve systems on my right side, impacting gross and fine motor
dexterity and balance. As a tall, athletic person, I often pass as able-bodied.
When I don’t pass as able-bodied, I have three strategic options: explain my
disability, not explain or disclose my disability, or use disclosure to teach
others about inclusivity, tolerance, and the normalcy of disability.
On a snowy Sunday afternoon in the midst of renovating my home,
I needed a “good” right hand to hold a bolt at an awkward angle. Alma,
my 13-year-old daughter, had her friend Dez over that day. Alma was
somewhere else in the house as I was trying to get this fixture bolted.
I asked Dez if she could hold the bolt while I fastened the nut onto it.
Alma came back to the room and asked, “Why is Dez helping you, Dad?”
I explained to Alma and Dez, “Well, my right hand doesn’t always listen
to my commands.” Then I laughed and went on to explain that my slight
case of hemiplegic cerebral palsy at times makes it more challenging to
do things. My daughter sighed as only a 13-year-old can, and said “Dad,
you’re not disabled.”
The following Monday morning it was still snowing, but neither the weather
nor Mondays dampen my enthusiasm. Mondays are good for me, so I entered
the classroom cheerful and energized and greeted all of my students. One
after another they slumbered into the room texting on their appendaged cell
phones, not making eye contact, but responding with a playful, “Hey Dr. H.”
We are in our fifth week, and by now they know me well enough to tease me
about my unkempt hair, wrinkled jeans, or mismatched socks. In returned
jest, I tease them about their hair, cheerfully ask why they aren’t smiling more
broadly, and take special pleasure in bantering with my wonderful students
who hail from Wisconsin. Winona State University of Minnesota sits a few
miles from our neighbor to the east contributing to a healthy rivalry.
Many of our students come from Wisconsin, the Chicago area, and
greater Minnesota. Most are first-generation students from working-class
families, though some come from the upper middle class. Over half of our
students have jobs, and many are paying their own way through school by
accumulating school loan debt. Over 90 percent of our students are White,
and many have limited exposure to other cultures. This is especially true to
learning about disability culture, since it is atrophied here at Winona State.
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We have a support office for disabled students, but it is hidden in one of the
least accommodating settings on campus. Apparently, our university can
also almost pass on disability.
Today, I have written down managing stigmas on the whiteboard. My goal
is that by the end of class, my students better understand how disabled persons, persons of color, and different gender persons use stigma management.
Generally, I lecture for the first 10 minutes and then use a structured discussion
format, calling students by name to respond to discussion points I have provided. We use small groups, knowledge quizzes, online discussion boards, and
in-class discussion to help students take ownership of the concepts. On this
particular morning, my students are to leave class owning knowledge about
the power of storytelling to understand stigma and that disability is natural.
Setting up for class in front of the lecture room, I turned on my laptop
but dropped the power cord. In my left hand was my hot cup of coffee (and
I wasn’t going to put that down!) leaving my right hand responsible to retrieve the dropped cord. Mandi, a nursing major sitting in the front row, noticed as my right hand clumsily wrestled the cord off the floor. What should
have been a quick and easy task instead appeared difficult. I couldn’t help
but notice her attempting to make sense of this. Influenced by Mandi’s observation, I decided to save my PowerPoint for later and, instead, start with
a story to frame our discussion related to stigma management. Coles (1989)
wrote that telling stories or modeling stories teaches others how to tell a
story and that it is safe to tell their story.
Prior to class, I thought about how I would tell my story to model to
students that stigma management is real. Consciously, I decided to be
v ulnerable and considered how much I should disclose about my hemiplegic cerebral palsy which affects my entire right side. I thought both
visual and verbal disclosure would be the most effective way to show the
slight but noticeable difference in size of my arms. So, I slowly rolled up
the sleeves of my long sleeve shirt up past my elbows and held my arms
near my chest so that the difference was be noticeable. Next, I told two
stories, one recounting how I was mercilessly harassed about my slight
limp by a high school basketball teammate named Dave, and the other—
the one I shared above about my daughter stating the previous day that
in her mind, her dad didn’t have a disability. Dave represented the voice
of mean-spirited able-bodied people whom I have encountered, and my
daughter unconsciously voiced the unknown bias toward able-bodiedness
(Shaprio, 1994).
The students’ reaction to my displaying and then explaining the difference in the size of my two arms were both expected and yet surprising.
Most of the students, like Mandi, appeared content and smiled as their
curiosity seemed to be quenched, but Jean’s and Nick’s reactions were
more blunt. Jean, who sat toward the back of the class, was loud, fun,
and energetic; she audibly gasped when she gawked at my arms, and said,
“What the fuck?”
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Jean had visible tattoos on her ankles and arms and sometimes colored
her hair pink or green. Though spirited in appearance, she is typical of
our students: first-generation, working 15 hours a week, and genuine.
She said what was on her mind. To Jean’s left was Nick, a big, strong
African-American guy whom everyone loved. He is funny, sincere, and
smart. Nick looked over at Jean as he spoke but directed his comment to
me, “I never noticed, just thought you were a terrible typist.” His humor
seemed to take the edge off of what Jean had just expressed. Like the
rest of the class, I laughed with Jean and Nick. Jean then asked “So does
it hurt? I mean, when you have to do stuff?” The class was at ease and
listening intently.
“No, I get sore from things like typing, because it is a gross [motor] body
movement for my right side, but my right hand is only responsible for five or
so strokes.” A lot of laughter.
“But we played noonball and you’re good. I mean, for an old guy.”
“Noonball” is a reference to Nick and I playing basketball with a group of
other students, staff, and faculty at lunch time. He is aware of my athletic
ability in ways some of the other students in the class are not.
“Well, Nick, I am just a really good left-handed player. And besides, you
are a pretty good basketball player for being from Wisconsin. Do they even
play basketball over there?” We all laugh together again.
“It must be a bummer, you know, having to do things to keep up with normal people.” Nick’s assessment of my athletic ability is not deterring Jean
from continuing her blunt assessment of my stigmatized body.
“Well, Jean, it depends on what we think of as normal. As a society, there
is little doubt we overvalue beauty and independence. For people like me,
who operate differently, we have to decide on how to or whether to assimilate to the dominant White, male, able-bodied culture.”
Nick speaks up, “Yeah, Dr. H., I get you.” Just as Coles (1989) predicted,
my story has made the atmosphere safe to disclose.
“As you can all see, I am Black.” Nick pauses as the students smile and
laugh. “And I have ADD and dyslexia, and sometimes it sucks because
people just don’t believe you.”
I affirm Nick by saying, “I know what you mean. My daughter doesn’t
think I have a disability. She understands that I do things mostly left-handed,
and when tired, I limp a little, but she doesn’t like the word disabled.”
The discussion continued from there. Three more students disclosed their
disabilities. The class listened, hearing about disability stigma through bodies
who had lived it. By now, the class is nearly over, and I cue up the PowerPoint
to discuss stigma management. Like Julie-Ann, for mostly educational reasons, I have chosen to disclose my disability. For me, disability is natural, and
I want to teach my students that differences should be celebrated because,
from a very young age, we are all socially conditioned to manage identity to
protect ourselves from being assigned unwanted stigma. Being 56, I now know
disability is natural. It is who I am, but I didn’t think like that for a long time.
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1.5 Kelly’s journey to his pedagogical position
On my 10th birthday, March 28, 1971, it snowed, and my siblings and I were
relegated to the downstairs of our home. I hit a baseball using my new Hank
Aaron bat and broke a window. Next, I spent time alone in the bedroom,
and on my way to the bedroom I walked past a mirror hanging in the hallway. My reflection reminded me of my cerebral palsy. I sat down by the encyclopedias harbored in a bookcase in the corner of the room. There I was
face to face with the answer, and I thought it was time to look up and learn
about what I have. I had heard I had CP, but no one ever explained it to me.
I was afraid of the words “cerebral palsy,” but I was also afraid of knowing.
Knowing meant the possible affirmation that I was dumb, that it would get
worse, and that I was “handicapped.” I decided not to look up the words.
Not until September 1979, when I was a freshman in college, did I finally
look up the diagnosis.
Since childhood, I’ve acutely noticed difference. In the first few seconds
of initial interactions, I notice asymmetrical, left- or right-handedness;
sincerity of eye contact; and hundreds of other nuances. I have learned to
gather data and consider how to manage identity and relationships when
able-bodied persons categorize me as an abled or a disabled person. When
categorized negatively, I may defend against someone who makes an unfair
observation or who aggressively harasses or embarrasses me or outright dismisses disability. This is especially true of strangers who are not of my tribe;
stigma management is optional with them because I may never see them
again (Sunnafrank, 1986), but ironically, interactions with the same form a
time when education of others could be quite fruitful.
For people with visible or invisible disabilities, managing stigma can be
a demanding conscious activity. Often my CP is noticed and able-bodied
people aren’t sure how to compute my one-handed card dealing, unique golf
swing, hen-peck typing, or my slight limp. When they do notice, I have an
opportunity to tell my story. It is through such storytelling that I hope to
reduce stigma and to celebrate the positive, enabling those I encounter to
become more at ease with difference.

1.6 Conclusion: The risks and possibilities of personal
disclosure of disability in the classroom
We didn’t know each other before we were brought together by this book’s
editor to co-author this chapter. We teach different courses at different universities in different regions of the U.S., with different student demographics, through different bodies, different genders, born in different decades,
and with cerebral palsy manifesting in us in different ways. Despite these
differences, our stories resonate with one another, and we find sharing them
productive pedagogically, despite the inherent vulnerabilities that come
with personal disclosure and extending privacy boundaries in professional
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spaces. Jones (2006) reminds us, body to body, we are less able to indulge our
biases and stereotypes or be self-serving in our interpretations of others.
As professors, we embody authority, expertise, and mentorship within our
classroom. We can engage our students in ways those whom they encounter
in other cultural places cannot. The stories of our disabled bodies enable a
visceral connection to our learning objectives. Our stories become part of
students’ understandings of what it means to be “disabled” in U.S. culture.
Sharing personal stories is a collaborative event. Our students take on the
roles of our audiences and engage in the co-struggle to create meanings and
understandings surrounding disability, culture, and identity they did not have
previously. Their new awareness can in turn potentially apply to their interactions with others, transforming others’ understandings of what it means to be
“disabled” versus able-bodied (Langellier & Peterson, 2004). These potentials
are why we disclose our disabled statuses within our classes to engage in critical communication pedagogy that embraces the opportunity to resist stigma
and pursue social justice toward the goal of creating a world that is open, inclusive, and empowers all people to pursue their goals and reach their utmost
potential despite their embodiments and/or cultural locations.
1.6.1 Our decision is not for everyone
In our commitment, we want to remain mindful of our privilege and aware
that we do indulge in and benefit from compulsory able-bodiedness. The fact
that students do not readily notice our disability and at times resist our categorizations as disabled offers us “flexibility.” Note that we put flexibility in
quotation marks because a characteristic of cerebral palsy is inflexible muscles, yet our more rigid embodiments offer opportunities to stretch cultural
categories and understandings. We can craft the narrative surrounding our
disabilities and manage the stigma of disability that has not necessarily been
assigned to our largely undisruptive, academic bodies by those around us.
We have colleagues who do not share our privilege and must navigate
unspoken biases of their students who have already categorized them as
lacking, placing them on the stigmatized side of the able vs. disabled binary. These biases can spill over into the students’ interpretations of their
expertise. Questions can become invasive as students, fellow faculty, and
administrators may seek to confirm suspicions of their seemingly deficient
bodies. Faculty with invisible disabilities may not want to disclose details of
their disabilities to students who are skeptical of their disabled status and
may be distrusting of their vulnerability. Faculty members who are facing
multiple intersectional stigmatization due to their race, ethnicity, sexuality,
etc. may not feel comfortable increasing their vulnerability to their students
or others by inviting dialogue surrounding interpretations of their embodiments. Herold (2000) found that disclosure of disability may have negative
consequence on considerations for employability, and so disclosure of disability must be weighed in the context of work security. Being not only White
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and Straight, but also tenured, means we can take on the vulnerability of
personal disclosure. On that note, as we read one another’s stories, we notice
that Kelly jokes differently with his students than Julie-Ann does with hers.
We acknowledge that a masculine body in the Midwest can use positive sarcasm more freely than a feminine body in the South, where young female
faculty are expected to be nurturing. The choices surrounding personal disclosure are body and location specific.
We encourage faculty to be thoughtful and to use these strategies when it
feels safe and productive, not only for pedagogical goals but also for student
rapport, occupational security, and career advancement. To facilitate this
process, we encourage faculty to ask the following questions before choosing to disclose their disabilities within a classroom context:
1

2

3

4

Do you feel secure both in your employment and perceptions of your professional legitimacy (both with your students and peers)? If you are not in a
permanent position and/or sense skepticism surrounding your ability to
perform effectively in the classroom, disclosing details of your disability
could lead to questions surrounding your stamina. Able-bodied biases
are pervasive.
Can you clearly connect personal disclosing the details of your disabled
identity with your course learning objectives and class content? If not, students may interpret your personal disclosure as oversharing or going off
on an unrelated tangent. In addition, your story cannot stand alone as
a lecture. It should be accompanied by other examples and theoretical
concepts to function as a pedagogical tool. This does not mean that you
should not answer students’ questions if you feel so inclined, but taking
up class time with extended personal narrative or discussion may be
inappropriate depending on your course subject.
Are you comfortable with your story being shared beyond the class? As
professors, asking students to keep your confidence can lead them to
focus more on the potential invasion of your privacy than the educational lesson.
Does disclosing your disability feel both comfortable and empowering?
You should not feel obligated to extend your privacy boundaries for the
sake of your pedagogy. There are many other ways to facilitate effective
classroom conversations surrounding disability stigma and able-bodied
privilege.

In short, like the stories of our embodiments, every professor’s professional
context is unique and complex. We answered “yes” to these questions but realize not everyone will. We encourage our fellow disabled colleagues to evaluate
whether or not extending privacy boundaries will be effective for them.
In closing, we wish to highlight the power of personal disclosure to resist
compulsory able-bodiedness with the understanding that this power is entangled in personal risks. As bodies that almost—but do not quite—pass
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for normal, we have opportunities to crystallize the pervasive biases toward
disability through resisting students’ desires to term us “normal.” Through
our resistance, the able vs. disabled and normal vs. abnormal narratives are
problematized. Abstract concepts that students may memorize for a test or
passingly apply in a paper, become personal, fleshed connections, interpersonal relationships, and embodied interactions. We hope our students will
not only become more at ease with others they may have stigmatized in their
daily encounters, but also with their own, vulnerable, inescapably mortal embodiments with forever changing abilities and bodies. Perhaps as more people
grow at ease with their disabilities, societal members can work together to create a culture that flexes around and accepts, rather than rigidly rejects, bodies
that are characterized as abnormal. Compulsory able-bodiedness becomes
less powerful when we realize the compulsion is not inevitable but culturally
constructed, and therefore open to dismantlement and reinterpretation.

Notes
1 Within this essay we, like in our daily encounters, prefer the term “disabled” to
person-first language. For us personally, disability is a status we seek to embrace
and list with our other social identities, adhering to the expectations of English
grammar. We are male/female, White, cisgender, straight, disabled human beings. That said, we understand why others, based on their experiences with disability stigma, would choose person-first language, and we support their decisions.
2 All students are referred to by pseudonyms in order to preserve the confidentiality of the classroom setting.
3 Robert McRuer’s (2006) compulsory able-bodiedness draws from Adrienne Rich’s
(1980) compulsory heterosexuality that argues that straight identity depends on
gay identity to create a peripheral, abnormal margin to the straight, normal center.
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